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FLOUR MILLS AND INSURANCE. l t. of the imports of wheat. or 

CHRONICLE FINANCE AND 

THE fires which occurred in corn mills during 1884 have been annual l'equirements of wheat r this country, which amount 
fully as numerous and destructive as those of preceding years. about 26 million quarters, 16 millions, or nearly two-thirds, 
Close upon forty fires have been reported in the United Kingdom now imported. There are still a number of town millers wo • 
during the twelve months, and the total destruction of property on the old system, but it will be found that they can only 
may be estimated at between £160,000 and £170,000. The with the high-priced wheats, and that their output does not re 
most important fires of the year are as follows, taking those which the same prices as that of their rivals. From the many conversi 
occurred in England first in order : In the early days of January, -total or partial-which have taken place, it is fair to ass 
Humphries' Town flour mills at Bath were totatly destroyed, in- that roller milling is the system of the future. The small coun 
volving a loss of£ r 5,000 ; in March, Ryder's mill at l\Ionkwear- miller will perhaps remain an exception to this rule; the s 
::nu th and King's mill at Knottingley were burnt, loss together, influences not having been brought to bear on his trade; he 
£35,000; in August, Burton's East Sussex mills at Horsebridge, afford to continue on the old lines. 
and in September, Kent's mill at Derby, were destroyed, the loss in It is interesting to compare the primitive simplicity of the old 
each case amounting to £51000 ; and finally, on Boxing Day, a grist mill with the intricate appointments of our modern roller mil 
disastrous fire occurred at Render's Crown mills, Salford, which and the comparison will serve to illustrate the enhanced danger 
destroyed property to the extent of about £40,000. In Ireland, fire in the latter, to which we shall have presently occasion 
several of the principal mills were totally destroyed, viz., in July, advert. 
Messrs. Johnstone & Sons' mill, near Limerick, loss £16,000, The soft wheat operated on in the former case required b\l 
and Messrs. Best & Sons' mill at Armagh, value not reported; in little preparation before passing to the stones ; the clean· 
October, Messrs. Hayes' Middleton flour mills, loss £15,000, machinery amounting to a riddle or sifter, with perhaps a sm 
and Cooper's mill, near Newry, loss £6,ooo; and in November, machine of an elementary kind. The stone speed was v 
Harris's mill at Belfast, which was likewise totally destroyed. In moderate, between 90 and 120 revolutions per minute-cooJ.i 
Scotland the millers have been less unfortunate : Forrest's Pottie light-pressure grinding, to preserve a clean bran, being of n;a 
mill, near Perth, was destroyed in October, loss, £ r,400; and on importance than speed grinding. The separation of the produc 
Christmas Eve the Dormett flour mills, at Annan, were burnt to the from each other in the bolting cloth or dressing machine com 
ground; but these appear t-o be the only losses worth chronicling. pleted the operations. 

The continued and heavy losses on this description of property 
have received careful attention at the hands of the associated 
offices, and the revised tariff now in force has considerably in-
creased the premium on the larger description of mills. Whether 
the insurance of the latter will prove remunerative, even at the 
increased rates, is open to question, as these mills have hitherto 
been most unfortunate. During the past five years the losses 
reported on flour mills have amounted to nearly three quarters of 
a million, and more than half of this sum represents the aggregate 
loss on sixt<>en mills only. Six of these belong to 1884, and are 
enumerated above ; the others, in order of date, are as follows : 
Brose flour mills, near Glasgow (£16,000), in 1880; Macclesfield 
mill explosion (£10,000), Leeds Co-operative mills (£20,000); 
apd Robinson's mills, Deptford (£31,000), in 1881; Spiller & 
Co.'s mills, Cardiff (£25,000), Hughes' mill, Belfast (£40,000), 
Baker & Sons' mills, Bristol (£ 20,000 ). and Sutcliff e's mill, Roch
dale (£35 1000\ in 1882 ; Hannan's mill, Killucan (£50,000), and 
Old Quay mill, Runcorn (£30,000), in 1883. 

We now propose to consider the changes which have taken 
place in the milling industry within recent years, and to ex~mine 
the influence which the new features have exerted on the nsk of 
fire in flour mills. The revolution attending the introduction of 
roller milling into this country has been very great ; from the large 
centres in which it firsttook root in England the system is slowly 
spreading throughout the land, and the prejudice to which it gave 
rise is gradually disappearing. The innovation has, in a measure, 
been forced on us by the increased use of foreign wheats, which 
the old machinery (notably that of the cleaning department) was 
ill calculated to deal with ; also by the importation of American 
flour and the demand for a home-rn:1de article of equally high 
quality to which it gave rise. Milling has developed from a trade 
into a science; to carry on his business successfully-at least in 
the large towns-the miller of to-day ·must not only be thoroughly 
acquainted with the properties of the many kinds of wheat now in 
the market, and the manner in which each of these requires to be 
treated in the preliminary stages, but he must exercise a judicious 
discretion in the selecticn and blending of those wheats. Ile must 
produce a marketable article at a figure which will permit him to 
compete with the foreign flour with which the market would other
wise be fleoded. Although during the pa•t ten years great progrelis 
in our milling has taken place1 tho i1nports of flour havo been 
''!l\dlly hlCJO sin!{ d"rin that tlm • nnd, nr oi·<lln 10 tho /lflller1 

(To be co11ti11utd.) 


